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BRIEFING ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider receiving a report on possible alternatives for Rapid service along the Telegraph
Corridor, and provide direction to staff as appropriate.

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

In June 2016, the District eliminated Line IR, shortened Line 99 and split localservice -- Line l--
into three lines: Line 10 from Hayward BART to San Leandro BART via E. 14"' Street, Line I from
San Leandro BART to downtown Oakland via International Boulevard and Line 6 from
downtown Oakland to downtown Berkeley via Telegraph Avenue. This change was a necessary
construction mitigation for the East Bay Bus Rapid Transit Project (BRT) along International
Bou[evard. As expected, this change impacted ridership as shown in Exhibit]. be]ow.

Exhibit I Lines I/IR/99 vs. Lines 1/6/10/99 Ridership: March 2016 to March 2017
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However, also as expected, this change has resulted in improved on-time performance for both
lines, as shown in Exhibit 2 below.

Exhibit 2 Line I vs. Line 6 On-time Performance April 2016 to March 2017
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In May 2016, the City of Oakland (City) implemented a Complete Streets "Road Diet" on
Telegraph Avenue between 20th and 29th Streets, reducing the number of travel lanes for
buses and cars from two in each direction to one in each direction with a center turn lane. This
initially had a negative impact on on-time performance for Line 6 but schedule adjustments in
August and December 2016 were able to account for the travel time changes throughout the
Corridor. While there are undoubtedly many benefits associated with this change in the
streetscape - improved pedestrian and cyclist safety -- it eliminates the ability for Rapid Bus
service to pass localbus service, making a Rapid overlay in this area impossible

In addition, in order to develop a cost-neutral BRT service operating plan, Staff specified 5-7
minute frequency along Internationaland E.t-4th for BRT, and a IO-minute frequency localline
along Telegraph. Introducing a Line 6R overlay would come at a significant expense, depending
upon frequency and span.

However, the District's Major Corridors Study includes short-term Rapid Bus upgrade
recommendations for the Telegraph Corridor and this report is the first step in developing a
plan for implementing those recommendations.

Given the factors above and multiple customer complaints regarding the loss of the IR as a
result of construction of the BRT project, staff is exploring multiple alternatives to improve
service along the Corridor, some of which require extra resources and some of which do not:
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l Line 6R Overlay: Introduce Line 6R overlay that operates along Broadway from
downtown Oakland until Macarthur before turning left and then continuing along the
Telegraph Corridor until it reaches downtown Berkeley. This circumvents the constricted
travel portion of Telegraph but future phases of the Telegraph Avenue Complete Streets
Project may eventually reach as far north as 55th Street. Final recommendations have
been made as far as 41st Street but the City is stillworking with the community on the
portion between 41st and 55th Streets. Operating cost for this alternative could reach
as high as$4.6 million depending on frequency and span. The cost of procuring the nine
vehic[es necessary to operate the Rapid over]ay every ].0 minutes is just under $7
million.

Line 6 Hybrid Rapid: With the City beginning the process of installing bus boarding
islands along Telegraph between 20th and 29th Streets - with expected completion in
the next 18-24 months -- Line 6 will begin to look closer to the vision for the Telegraph
Corridor outlined within the District's Major Corridors Study. This study recommended
Telegraph receive Rapid Bus Upgrades between now and 2020 to improve travel times,
reliability, and ridership. In addition, Staff is working on a process -- including public
engagement - that willallow for stops to be consolidated along the Telegraph Corridor,
as recommended in the Service Expansion Plan, thus improving travel time and
reliability. This willinclude looking at consolidation opportunities within the existing City
project corridor between 20th and 29th. The savings associated with this project could
amount to enough such that the service can be operated at the same frequency with
one fewer bus. All told, the savings could amount to as much as $670,000 in annual
operating cost. AC Transit will have a better idea of how the corridor will ultimately
function if the City of Oakland is able to install interim boarding islands along the
corridor this summer.

Peak-hour Bus-only Lane: This effort would require significant coordination with the City
as well as residents and businesses along the Corridor. Given the new configuration of
Telegraph, the goal would be to implement parking restrictions in the peak direction of
travelto allow for peak-only bus-only travelin the parking lane of Telegraph. Depending
upon the ultimate service structure, this service may result in some costs savings should
travel times reduce enough to operate the same level of service as today with fewer
vehicles

2

3

The most feasible path forward in the short term is to implement the Line 6 Hybrid Rapid
option which involves making some upgrades to signalpriority and consolidating and relocating
stops to improve travel times. Staff is coordinating internally and will begin working with our
partners at the cities of Berkeley and Oakland and the community to discuss the feasibility of
these concepts as well as the appropriate path moving forward. Staff will bring updates to the
Board as progress continues on this important project.
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Exhibit 3 Telegraph Corridor Alternatives Timeline
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BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

There is no budget impact associated with this informational item. However, any successful
planning process requires significant community engagement from the outset and resources
may be required to support that effort. In addition, any additionalservice levels that may arise
from the process would require Board approval in the future. Depending on the option
ultimately adopted by the Board, there could be savings of as much as $670,000/year or
increase in operating costs of up to $4.6 million and$7 million in capitalcosts for bus purchase

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

This report is informational only and is intended to update the Board on progress related to
making adjustments to service in the Telegraph Corridor. There is no action and as such no
advantages or disadvantages associated with this report.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

The only alternative to evaluating the alternatives listed above is to continue to operate Line 6
in its current form. The disadvantage of doing nothing is the Major Corridors Study indicated
service will slow by about 20 percent by 2040, which means the line will require 20 percent
more resources including buses to operate at current service levels.

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

15-218c -- Service Expansion Plan Adoption
17-059 - Telegraph Avenue Complete Streets Impact Report
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ATTACHMENTS

None

Approved by: Ramakrishna Pochiraju, Executive Director of Planning & Engineering

Reviewed by: Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development and Planning

Prepared by: Michael Eshleman, Manager of Service Planning
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